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ABSTRACT
Self-citation is a common practice in scholarly publication; we find that nearly 10% of
references are self-citations by a paper's authors. However, in almost all academic fields,
men cite their own research papers at a higher rate than women do. Using a dataset of 1.6
million papers in the scholarly database JSTOR, we present results across many academic
fields. Despite increased representation of women in academia, the gender gap in selfcitation rates has widened over the last 50 years. These findings have important
implications for scholarly visibility and potential consequences for academic careers.
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INTRODUCTION
Scholarly publications are among the most important indicators of academic achievement. While
the quantity of papers authored certainly matters, simple publication count is not the only
important metric. The reputation of the journal in which a paper is published (often gauged using
impact factors), along with the number of citations that a paper receives (i.e., other articles that
reference that particular work), are together often seen as proxies for a publication's importance
and influence.
Self-citation may have a consequential impact on scholarly careers by both directly and
indirectly increasing an author’s citation counts. Each additional self-citation yields an additional
three citations (though not necessarily to the same paper) from other scholars over a five-year
period (Fowler and Aksnes 2007). Given the importance of metrics of scholarly influence in
academic hiring, tenure and salary decisions, examining gender differences in citation patterns
may shed light on persisting gender discrepancies in faculty hiring and promotion. More broadly,
academic publishing provides an illustrative case for gender differences in evaluation metrics
and workplace advancement.
Papers authored by women receive fewer citations than do papers by men, even controlling for
tenure status, institution, and journal (Larivière et al. 2013). Fewer citations to female-authored
papers could be due in part to gender differences in self-citations (when an author cites his or her
own previously published work). Research analyzing 12 journals in the field of international
relations from 1986-2000 showed men cite their own papers more than one and a half times as
often as women (Maliniak, Powers, and Walter 2013).1
To date, studies of self-citation have been few in number and confined to a limited number of
disciplines and a relatively small number of papers. Here we examine gender differences in selfcitations across 24 broad academic fields with hundreds of subfields and several million
scholarly papers, with over a million self-citations. We further examine how the gender ratio
self-citation patterns changed over time.

METHODS
The JSTOR corpus
JSTOR is a not-for-profit digital collection of scholarly documents ranging in time from the midsixteenth century to the present day. The JSTOR collection includes over eight million individual
documents and over four million research articles, of which 1.8 million are linked by citation to
other articles in the collection. Nearly 1.7 million of those articles make up a single giant
component – meaning any document in the set can be reached by following citations (forward or
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1
A study of five archaeology publications also found that men tend to cite themselves slightly
more often than women. This trend was not statistically significant - leading the author to
conclude there was no gender difference in self-citation, even though the lack of significance
could instead be due to the small sample sizes (Hutson 2006).
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backward) from any other document. This single component includes papers back to the
seventeenth century. However, for this analysis, we included only papers written in or after
1950, reducing our analytical dataset to 1.6 million papers. We focus on these documents, which
we call the “JSTOR network dataset”, because they are amenable to citation network analysis.
Mapping the hierarchical structure of scholarly research
A prior analysis (West et al. 2013) used the hierarchical map equation (Rosvall and Bergstrom
2011) to create a nested hierarchy of all documents in the network dataset. This hierarchical
classification revealed the structure of fields, subfields, and ever-finer partitions down to the
level of individual research topics. The algorithm by West et al. (2013) determined the
boundaries between groups at each level of the hierarchy. We manually assigned names to the
field, subfield, and research topic groups that the algorithm revealed.
Determining gender of authors
To assign gender to first name, we used the methods of West et al (2013), which relied on US
Social Security Administration records2 to provide information about first names and
corresponding gender. (We therefore followed the US Social Security data in acknowledging
only two genders.) We assume that we can confidently assign gender to author if the author's
first name has the same gender at least 95% of the time in the Social Security database. Authors
with first names that are associated with both genders, such as ‘Jody’ or ‘Shannon’ were dropped
from the analysis. We assigned gender to authors' names that appear in the top 1000 most
popular names in any year from 1879 – 2012.
We extracted the first names of all authors in the JSTOR network dataset, discarding those who
list only initials. The exclusion of authors with only first initials may exclude women authors
disproportionately, particularly in early eras when women may have been more likely than men
to publish with initials to avoid potential discrimination. Since in any given era, androgynous
names are more likely to be women (Lieberson, Dumais, and Baumann 2000), this may slightly
downwardly bias our assignments of women. Similarly, we were unable to classify names that
were not in the top 1000 for any year from 1879 – 2012. As a result, authors of some
nationalities may be underrepresented in our data set. In a few rare cases, national differences
may cause misleading assignments for non-US authors (e.g. ‘Andrea’ is typically a woman's
name in the US but a man's name in Italy).
An instance of authorship consists of a person and a paper for which the person is designated as
a sole or co-author. There are 3.6 million authorships in the JSTOR network dataset; of these, we
were able to extract a full first name for 2.8 million authorships (77%) associated with 1.5
million papers. Of these 2.8 million authorships with full first names, we were able to
confidently assign gender to 73.3%. The remaining authorships involve names not in the US
social security lists (24.3%), or names associated with both genders (2.4%). The final data
analyzed include all papers where we know the gender of one or more authors.
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Available at http://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/
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Self-citations: an author-to-author approach
The inability to disambiguate authors is a challenge in this analysis. Disambiguation would
highlight ties between papers by identifying when the same name belongs to the same individual
across different authorship instances. We could have fully disambiguated the authors on a small
number of papers, but this would rule out assessing self-citation trends across many fields over
time. We chose to instead analyze the data on a large scale without disambiguated authors and
relied on some constraints when exploring the data. This does limit our ability to look at authors
across time to see if they even have previous papers to self-cite. Since we cannot track
individual authors over time, we cannot control for individual productivity. We cannot
determine, therefore, whether men have more papers available to self-cite than women across
their careers, which could explain a gap in self-citation rates without any difference in the
likelihood of men or women to self-cite.
We looked at all author-to-author citations, where a paper with four authors citing a paper with
three authors counts as 12 author-to-author citations, one for each combination. Notice that the
fraction of author-to-author self-citations will be less than the fraction of citations that can be
considered as self-citations at the paper level. The difference between author-to-author and
paper-to-paper self-citations is best illustrated with an example. Suppose that a trio of authors
cite another trio of authors with one overlapping member, Colin Jones. The paper Pooja Gupta,
Colin Jones, and John Williams (2010) cites the paper Rita Paulson, Colin Jones, and Sarah
Erikson (2008). We now have 9 author-to-author pairs (Gupta to Paulson, Gupta to Jones, Gupta
to Erikson, Jones to Paulson, etc., etc.) of which one – Colin Jones to Colin Jones – is a selfcitation. Thus 1/9-th of the author-to-author citations here is considered self-citation. But if we
look at the paper level, the sole citation listed – from Gupta, Jones, and Williams (2010) to
Paulson, Jones, and Erikson (2008) is considered a self-citation because Colin Jones is on both
papers. Therefore all of the paper-level citations in this case are self-citations.3
For the longitudinal analyses, we look at self-citations from the citing year, rather than the cited
year. The self-citation rate was calculated for each year independently of other years. For
example, the rate for the year 1990 does not look at 1990 and everything before; it only looks at
the women's and men's authorships in 1990 and the author-to-author self-citations in 1990.
We calculate the relative rate of men's self-citation to women's self-citation as follows. Let
𝑎!   and 𝑎! be the number of women and men authorships respectively. Let 𝑠! and 𝑠! be the
number of women's and men's self-citations respectively. Now we answer the question: if we
standardize women's self-citation rate to 1, at what rate 𝑘 to men self-cite? This is calculated by
solving the following expression for 𝑘:
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What if a woman author now has a hyphenated name due to marriage (e.g. Smith-Johnson), but
references an article written under her maiden non-hyphenated name (e.g. Smith)? Hyphenated
names due to marriage are not of significant concern in our network dataset: there are only
51,270 authorships with hyphens (1.8% of the total), with only a fraction of these likely due to
marital name changes.
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𝑎!   ×  𝑘
𝑠!
=      .
𝑎!   ×  1
𝑠!

RESULTS
In the JSTOR network dataset dating back to 1950, there are 448,389 women authorships and
1,596,125 men authorships.4 Thus, men represent 78.1% of the authorships for which we know
the gender, and women make up the remaining 21.9%.
Within the network dataset, there were 1.7 million papers and 8.2 million citations among the
papers. For this analysis, we focused on author-to-author citations. Because papers often have
more than one author, there are more author-to-author citations than paper-to-paper citations.
For our dataset, we found 39,402,992 author-to-author citations. Of these citations, there are
1,017,362 author-to-author self-citations. Of these, there are 678,768 self-citations by men,
121,923 self-citations by women, and 216,671 self-citations by authors of unknown gender. This
means that of self-citations for which we know the gender of the author, men are responsible for
84.8% of the self-citations while women are responsible for 15.2% of the self-citations.
Standardizing women's self-citation rate to 1.0, we solve for men's self-citation rate:
%  𝑚𝑒𝑛  𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ.    ×  𝑚𝑒𝑛! 𝑠  𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 − 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝑘
%  𝑚𝑒𝑛! 𝑠  𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 − 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠  
=   
.
%  𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛  𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ.    ×  𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛! 𝑠  𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 − 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
%  𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛! 𝑠  𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 − 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠  
78.1  ×  𝑘
84.8
=   
21.9  ×  1
15.2
Solving for 𝑘, we find that the average man self-cites 56% more often than does the average
woman. This is remarkably consistent with Maliniak and colleagues (2013), who analyzed 3000
international relations articles and reported that men authors self-cite 60% more often than do
women authors in the same field. Using the JSTOR network dataset, we find that men self-cite
their own work 58% more often than women in the field of domestic political science and 68%
more often in international political science.
Self-citation patterns by gender
Next we visualize the total number and fraction of self-citations by author gender. We look at
absolute numbers rather than the percentage of a paper’s citations that are self-citations because
there are many papers with one citation that is a self-citation; visualizing the percentage of
citations that are self-citations results in long tails and does less to further our understanding.
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There were 743,319 authorships for which we could not identify gender. See West et al. (2013)
for more details on the method we followed.
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-

Figure 1. Number of authorship instances where specified number of self-citations occurs, by gender. Each bar’s
length is equal to the log number of observations of n self-citations.

Men have more frequent counts in all categories of numbers of self-citations, including papers
with no self-citations (Figure 1). This is to be expected since men have more instances of
authorship overall.
However, Figure 2 shows us that a greater proportion of women’s authorship instances are likely
to occur in the zero self-citations category. Women cite themselves one or more times in their
papers less often than men do. In other words, compared to men, women are over-represented in
the zero self-citations category and underrepresented in terms of citing their papers at all.
Figure 2

shows self-citations grouped by proportions of men’s and women’s authorships. This
shows the rank (1st percentile, 20th percentile, 99th percentile, etc.) in terms of self-citation
proportion on the x-axis for men and what rank that same author would have if he were instead
part of the women’s distribution of authorships on the y-axis. If men and woman behaved
similarly in their approaches to self-citation, the corners of the boxes should plot a curve along
the x-y diagonal. Instead, wherever there is a difference in the proportion of men and women
citing themselves a certain number of times, the boxes deviate from the diagonal.
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Self-cites

-

Figure 2. Proportion of authorship instances where specified number of self-citations occurs, by gender. The first
half of the figure shows the whole range of possible numbers of self-citations, while the second half zooms in on the
area representing 3 self-citations and above. The right edge of each box indicates the proportion of men who cite
themselves that number of times, while the upper edge of each box indicates the proportion of women who cite
themselves that number of times. The diagonal line represents the point of gender parity, which would bisect the
corners of the boxes if the genders behaved identically in patterns of self-citation.

For example, if in a paper you never cite another paper of your own, you are among the vast
majority of men (68.6%) and women (78.8%) who also do not cite themselves. If you have one
self-citation, you are in the 68th to 88th percentile range for men but the 78th to 93rd percentile for
women. With four self-citations, a woman is in the 99th percentile, while a man is in the 98th.
Understanding these distributions is important because they help us see that the gendered nature
of self-citation averages is not a result of highly skewed tails. It is the product of the daily
activity of the vast majority of academics, those who cite themselves in their papers fewer than
five times.
Self-citation rates by year
The ratio of men's self-citation to women's self-citation rose sharply in the 1960s and 1970s,
flattening out after about 1980. In the 1950s, the average ratio of the number of men's selfcitations relative to women's was 1.27 (with a variance of 0.0199). In the 2000s, this ratio rose to
1.71 (with a variance of 0.0032). This increase is statistically significant (t-test, p-value=1.232e06). Since 1990, the ratio of men's to women's self-citation is 1.708 (with a variance of
0.00265).
Figure 3 shows the self-citation rate for each year, according to the rate calculated of selfcitations from the citing year (rather than the cited year).
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Figure 3. The rate of men's self-citation versus women's self-citation over time. A value of 1.5 means that men cite

themselves 50% more than women. See the equation in the methods section for how this rate is calculated. This is
based on author-to-author self-citations.

Self-citation rates by field
Though the average ratio shows that men cite their own papers more than women, there is wide
variation across fields and subfields. Table 1 shows self-citation rates and gender ratios by fields
(as delineated by the hierarchical modeling equation).
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Table 1. Self-citation rates for disciplines (i.e., groups at the first level of hierarchical clustering) with at least 5,000
authorships.

TABLE I Self-citation rates for disciplines (i.e., groups at the first level of hierarchical clustering) with at least 5,000 authorships.
Women # self-citations Men # self-citations Ratio men to women
Field
Cognitive science

per authorship

per authorship

self-citations

0.25

0.32

1.26

Education

0.22

0.29

1.30

Physical anthropology

0.25

0.33

1.34

Pollution and occupational health

0.25

0.34

1.34

Anthropology

0.20

0.27

1.36

Philosophy

0.21

0.29

1.37

History

0.12

0.16

1.38

Sociology

0.30

0.43

1.43

Ecology and evolution

0.46

0.66

1.44

Organizational and marketing

0.27

0.39

1.45

Classical studies

0.14

0.20

1.45

Law

0.20

0.30

1.47

Veterinary medicine

0.21

0.33

1.52

Radiation damage

0.38

0.57

1.52

Political science-US domestic

0.27

0.43

1.58

Demography

0.28

0.44

1.58

Economics

0.24

0.39

1.65

Political science - international

0.18

0.30

1.68

Molecular & Cell biology

0.30

0.52

1.74

Mathematics

0.20

0.36

1.84

Probability and Statistics

0.24

0.49

2.02

shows men's and women's self-citation patterns by major academic field. Previous
research found that women's disadvantage in garnering citations decreased as women made up an
increasingly large proportion of the field of economics (Ferber and Brün 2011). We wondered
whether there might also be a correlation between the gender composition of a field's authorships
and the rate of self-citation. There is no clear relationship between self-citation rate per
authorship and the proportion of authorships that are women in a field. The five fields with the
lowest women's self-citation rates per authorship (and their corresponding proportions of women
authorships in each field) are history (25.6%), classical studies (24.3%), international political
science (16.6%), mathematics (7.1%), and general anthropology (37.5%). The fields with the
highest women's self-citation rates per authorship are U.S. domestic political science (17.3%),
molecular and cell biology (36.5%), sociology (46.1%), radiation damage (30.4%), and ecology
and evolution (22.9%).
Figure 4
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Figure 4. The rate of men's self-citations versus women's self-citations per authorship across major fields. Orange
numbers represent men's average number of self-citations per authorship in that field, and blue numbers represent
women's average number of self-citations per authorship. This is based on author-to-author self-citations.

shows the relative self-citation rates at the field level. This shows that even within each
major academic research field, there is significant variation in the gender ratios of self-citation,
depending on the subfield.
Figure 5
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Sleep&and&dreaming:&.77
Infant&learning:&1.02
Early&childhood&learning:&1.23
Cognitive)science:)1.26
Lateralization:&1.29
Cerebral&cortex:&1.96
Neural&computation:&2.31

Teacher&efficiency:&.76
College&biology:&.90
Study&and&learning:&1.04
Teacher&development:&1.08
SelfOimage&and&performance&:&1.10
Minority&students:&1.10
Mathematics&instruction:&1.21
Gender&roles&and&education:&1.27
Early&work&in&early&reading:&1.30
Education:)1.30
Student&learning:&1.35
Reasoning&acquisition:&1.42
School&effectiveness:&1.46
SmallOgroup&learning:&1.49
Learning&disabilities&assessment:&1.59
Early&work&in&socialization:&1.61
Testing:&1.61
Arithmetic:&1.84
Media&role&and&influence:&1.92
Scientometrics&of&eduction:&2.51
Learning&channels:&2.77
MetaOanalysis&and&assessment:&3.19

Gender:&.80
Sociology&of&communication:&1.02
Child&growth&:&1.19
Social&association:&1.17
Early&childhood:&1.19
Social&ties:&1.20
Sociology&instruction:&1.32
Social&issues:&1.38
Sociology:)1.43
Sociology&of&the&family:&1.46
Status&and&education&and&wages:&1.51
Delinquency&and&deviance:&1.64
Segregation:&2.15
Suicide:&2.21
Racial&identity:&2.31
Assimilation&and&earnings:&2.48
Religion:&2.48
Measures&of&association:&3.02
Authority&and&charisma:&3.17
Roles&and&identification:&4.06
Age&and&Cohorts:&4.14
Attitudes:&6.37

FrenchOlanguage&demography:&1.21
Mortality:&1.55
Demography:)1.58
Family&size:&1.60
Population&growth&models:&1.67
Fertility&transition:&2.19

Plant&viruses:&.64
Nitrogen&assimilation:&.67
Nutrients&and&growth:&.76
Photoreaction:&.79
Nutrient&transport:&.98
Nutrient&solutions:&1.02
Gibberellic&acid:&1.04
Plant&growth&and&devel:&1.27
Plant)physiology:)1.32
Plant&cell&walls:&1.51
Auxin&and&lignification:&1.51
Plant&hormones:&1.52
Ethylene:&1.66
Plant&respiration:&2.18
Germination:&2.26
Plant&cells&in&vitro:&2.27
Leaf&surface:&2.93
Water&uptake&by&roots:&3.74
Ion&uptake:&3.97

Osmotic&regulation&in&fish:&1.04
Haplodiploid&sociality:&1.24
Herpetology:&1.27
Aquatic&ecology:&1.36
Spiders:&1.37
Phylogeny:&1.39
Population&genetics:&1.41
Plant&ecology:&1.43
Evolutionary&ecology:&1.43
Ecology)and)evolution:)1.44
Arthropods:&1.47
Paleontology:&1.58
Mammology:&1.61
Lichens&and&bryophytes:&1.63

Depleteable&resources:&1.07
Transition&economies:&1.13
Theoretical&economics:&1.39
Consumer&behavior:&1.52
Stock&markets:&1.60
Welfare&economics:&1.62
Economics:)1.65
Macroeconomics&:&1.92
Savings:&1.92
Growth&economics:&1.93
Housing&markets:&2.12
Agricultural&economics:&2.30
Decision&under&risk:&2.47
Econometric&analysis:&2.51
Income&distribution:&2.61
General&equilibrium:&2.68
Economic&methodology:&3.17

Maritime&hunterOgathers:&.72
Human&behavioral&ecology:&.95
Hunted&fauna:&1.01
Early&civilizations:&1.12
Southern&Africa:&1.13
American&Southwest:&1.14
Theoretical&archeology:&1.18
Native&American&social&structure:&1.32
Physical)anthropology:)1.34
Origin&of&agriculture:&1.46
Settlement&of&the&Americas:&1.46
Human&origins:&1.51
Archaeology:&2.29
Settlement&of&Oceania&:&3.86
Native&depopulation:&3.89

Scientometrics:&1.40
Organizations&and&institutions:&1.41
Organizational)and)marketing:)1.45
Social&power&and&community:&1.50
Marketing:&1.52
Market&society:&7.83

Drinking&water:&.68
Pregnancy&outcomes:&.79
Organic&solvents:&.92
Arsenic:&.94
Cancer&risk:&1.05
Estrogens&and&PHCs:&1.09
Shift&work:&1.16
Asthma:&1.26
Electromagnetic&fields:&1.28
Pollution)and)occupational)health:)1.34
Agriculture&exposures:&1.35
Metal&mutagens:&1.43
Air&pollution:&1.45
Mercury:&1.51
Sickness&absence:&1.55
Benezene:&1.62
Lung&cancer:&1.68
Childhood&exposure&to&pesticides:&1.74
Lead:&1.79
Carcinogens&as&mutagens:&1.98
Carcinogenic&compounds:&2.42
Occupational&exposure:&2.87
Large&cohort&studies:&3.09

Alexander&the&Great:&.34
Pindar:&.43
Novel&and&satire:&.99
Epicureanism:&1.02
Statue&and&portraiture:&1.11
Roman&empire:&1.24
Bronze&age&Greece:&1.29
Roman&Britain:&1.40
Classical)studies:)1.45
Women&in&Athens:&1.53
Aristophanes:&1.60
Thucydides:&1.71
Roman&civil&service:&1.76
Classical&Greece:&1.80
Epic&poetry:&1.82
Asia&minor:&2.01
Roman&Christianity:&2.31
PreOsocratic&philosophy:&2.40
Classical&poetry:&2.48
Rhetoric:&3.87
Greek&and&Roman&demography:&5.43

Hospital&queueing:&.93
Vehicle&dispatching:&1.06
TravelingOsalesman&problems:&1.22
Detritivorous&fungi:&.60
Multiple&criterion&optimization:&1.23
Yeast:&.88
Strategic&experimentation:&1.25
Fungal&nutrition:&1.10
Discrete&dynamic&programming:&1.45
Acrasiales:&1.27
NonOlinear&programming:&1.57
Fungal&structure:&1.42
Programming:&1.58
Mycology:)1.67
Operations)research:)1.67
Aquatic&fungi:&1.80
Renewel&and&queuing:&1.81
Molecular&systematics&of&fungi:&1.90 Inventory&planning:&2.19
Zygomycota:&1.93
Hypocreales:&1.95
Ascomycetes:&2.07
Fungal&phylogenetics:&2.25
Zygospores:&2.65
Slime&molds:&2.86
Rust&fungi:&3.20

Dance&ethnology:&.29
Kinship&and&descent&in&Samoa:&.75
Native&Americans&of&the&Northwest:&.83
Concept&of&the&self:&.98
Spirit&possession&and&shamanism:&.99
Japan:&1.00
Economic&anthropology:&1.07
New&Guinea:&1.09
Womens&studies&and&anthropology:&1.13
Anthropology&of&agriculture:&1.13
African&studies:&1.21
Buddhism:&1.28
Ethnography:&1.28
Culture&change:&1.29
Indonesia:&1.29
Ethnicity&and&family&structure:&1.32
Anthropology:)1.36
Hunting&territories:&1.47
Tricksters&and&conflict:&1.48
Native&American&ceremony:&1.55
Kinship&and&gender:&1.55
Folklore:&1.63
Postcoloniality:&1.68
Peasant&society:&1.82
Mountain&environments:&1.83
Family&organization:&1.98
The&race&concept:&2.09
Folk&taxonomies:&2.14
The&Islamic&city:&2.16
Native&American&ethnohistory:&2.44
Theory&in&anthropology:&2.75

Regulation&and&competition:&.38
Regulation&and&legal&oversight:&.52
Informed&consent&and&medical&liability:&.89
IP&protection:&.96
Epistemology&of&law:&1.10
Law&and&labor&relations:&1.35
Europian&law:&1.39
Law:)1.47
US&constitutional&law:&1.51
Comparative&law:&1.54
Liability:&1.57
Evidence&and&jury&decisions:&1.59
International&law&:&1.72
Moral&theories&of&justice:&1.81
Just&compensation:&1.86
Conflicts&between&courts:&2.07
Corporate&law:&2.30
Income&tax:&2.51
Judicial&reasoning:&3.25
Res&judicata:&3.42
Antitrust&law:&3.86
Inheritance&law:&5.10
Perpetuities:&5.17

Indian&politics:&.86
Arab&states:&.95
Welfare&and&democracy:&1.24
Iranian&revolution:&1.25
International&human&rights:&1.39
International&relations:&1.48
Political)science)L)international:)1.68
African&political&change:&1.70
Latin&American&political&economy:&1.77
PostOcommunist&transition:&1.84
Political&development:&2.24
East&Asian&economic&development:&2.55
Game&theory&of&trust&and&threat:&4.31
Soviet&interest&groups:&4.60

Perception:&.52
Natural&language:&.64
Logic&and&mathematics:&.90
Diophantine&problems:&.94
Naturalistic&metaphysics:&.94
Function:&.94
Moral&dilemmas:&.94
Epistemology:&.97
Causality:&.99
AntiOindividualism:&1.0
Intention:&1.04
Probability&and&belief:&1.08
Metalogic:&1.11
Vagueness:&1.25
Experience&and&psychology:&1.25
Assertion:&1.33
Philosophy:)1.37
Moral&philosophy:&1.40
MindObody&problems:&1.40
Set&theory:&1.44
Theory&of&truth:&1.60
Naturalistic&fallacy:&1.61
Logical&systems:&1.64
Scientific&methodology:&1.66
Free&will:&1.67
Behaviorism:&1.76
Meaning&and&reference:&1.81
Ontological&arguments:&1.85
Artificial&intelligence:&1.92
Pragmatics:&1.97
Philosophy&of&time:&2.15
Confirmation:&2.41
Emotion&and&death:&3.25
Causation:&3.90
Relativity&and&quantum&theory:&4.51

Avian&E.&coli:&.73
Mareks&disease:&.90
Emerging&infectious&diseases:&1.31
Respiratory&viruses:&1.41
Livestock&diseases:&1.48
Veterinary)medicine:)1.52
Avian&influenza:&1.60
Human&respiratory&diseases:&1.68
NorwalkOlike&viruses:&1.69
Salmonera&enteritidis:&1.80
Influenza&vaccination:&1.89
Avian&mycoplasmas:&2.08
Enterropathogenic&E.&coli:&2.41
Campylobacter:&3.08
Cholera&and&shigella:&3.22

Heat&shock&proteins:&1.23
Lipid&vesicles:&1.33
DNA&sequencing:&1.38
Complement&protein:&1.43
Cell&physiology:&1.44
Plant&molecular&biology:&1.44
Opioid&receptors:&1.49
RNAs:&1.59
Circadian&clocks:&1.60
Intracellular&membranes:&1.64
Chloroplasts:&1.64
Transcription&and&translation:&1.66
Cell&Nucleus:&1.66
Genomics:&1.68
Atrial&natriuretic&factor&:&1.69
Molecular)&)Cell)biology:)1.74
Cytoskeleton:&1.75
Virology:&1.75
Drosophila&development:&1.76
Plasmodium&parasites:&1.85
Antibody&response:&1.87
Cell&growth:&1.89
ATPases:&1.89
Hormone&response:&1.90
DNA&structure:&1.91
Neural&signaling:&1.93
Microbiology:&1.96
Neurodegenerative&diseases:&1.97
Protein&structure:&2.04
Molecular&immunology:&2.04
Green&fluorescent&protein:&2.05
Photosensing:&2.07
Oxidative&damage:&2.20
Coagulation&system:&2.22
Low&density&lipoprotein:&2.58
Prostaglandins:&3.03
Penicillin&action:&3.35
Protein&degradation:&3.38
NMR&studies:&4.00
Mass&spectrometry:&4.18

Adam&Smith:&.77
Literacy&in&Britain:&.82
Technology&and&telephony:&.86
American&antiOimperialism:&.87
17th&century&religion&and&society:&.88
Colonial&America:&.90
Feminist&history:&.99
Native&Americans&and&Christianity:&1.03
Public&history:&1.09
Slavery&and&agriculture:&1.09
Early&modern&political&philosophy:&1.21
American&exceptionalism:&1.25
Postmodern&history:&1.31
British&economic&history:&1.32
History:)1.38
Early&modern&England:&1.48
Early&American&slavery:&1.51
American&industrialization:&1.53
Class&in&19th&century&Britain:&1.55
Eighteenth&century&France:&1.69
Frontier&history:&1.79
Writing&history:&1.82
Abolitionism:&1.85
Progressive&era&American&populism:&1.89
American&studies:&1.94
American&puritanism:&2.04
Ireland&and&Caricature:&2.36
Race&in&America:&2.55
Gender&and&World&War&I:&2.56
American&political&movements:&3.01
Crime&in&18th&century&England:&3.63
Nineteenth&century&social&history:&3.84
French&labor:&4.39

Radiation&effects&on&bone:&.79
Ultaviolet&radiation:&.99
Mouse&lung:&1.03
Tritium:&1.07
Nuclear&radiation:&1.20
Radiation&response:&1.50
Radiation)damage:)1.52
Reactive&oxygen&species:&1.90
Radiation&lethality:&2.76

!

American&states:&1.26
Interest&and&exchange:&1.26
Representative&bureaucracy:&1.33
Political)scienceLUS)domestic:)1.58
New&federalism:&1.58
US&elections:&1.73
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Continuous&curves:&.44
Spaces&of&subsets:&.72
Boundary&values&of&analytic&functions:&1.38
Semigroups:&1.39
Algebraic&groups:&1.43
Banach&spaces:&1.46
Topological&transformation:&1.49
Linear&differential&equations:&1.53
Group&characters:&1.72
Mathematics:)1.84
PseudoOconvex&manifolds:&1.85
Abstract&algebra:&2.05
Automorphic&forms:&2.11
Theory&of&groups:&2.58
Topology&of&manifolds:&2.59
Operators:&2.89
Norm&inequalities:&3.05
Classical&groups:&3.22
Rings:&3.70
Algebraic&varieties:&4.12
Analytic&functions:&4.22
Boolean&algebras&and&topology:&4.62
Oscillation&criteria:&4.72
Kleinian&groups:&4.78
Riemannian&manifolds:&4.95

Exponential&distribution:&.60
Negative&binomial&distribution:&.96
Stochastic&processes:&1.19
NonOparametric&statistics:&1.34
Iterated&functions:&1.48
Experimental&design:&1.48
Statistical&education:&1.49
Random&walks:&1.78
Resampling&and&related&methods:&1.79
Likelihood&and&Bayesian&methods:&1.89
Probability)and)Statistics:)2.02
Survival&analysis:&2.14
Extreme&value&theory:&2.19
Sequential&sampling:&2.42
Data&analysis:&2.58
Finite&population&sampling:&3.40
Categorical&data:&3.79
Consistency&and&effects&of&error:&4.31
Statistical&sufficiency:&4.94
Poisson&approximationss:&9.49

!

Figure 5. Ratios of men's to women's self-citation rates by field and subfield. Green center line represents selfcitation ratio for overall field, with women's self-citation rate set at 1.0. Each subfield is arrayed around its
corresponding field based on the subfield's ratio compared to the larger field's ratio. The solid line within each
column represents the location of an equal ratio (1.0) of self-citations among men authors and women authors.
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How common is self-citation?
To provide more context for the importance of self-citation, we wanted to know: what proportion
of citations in an article, on average, are self-citations? This helps to address the relative
importance of our gender disparities without disambiguating author names. Within all papers in
the JSTOR corpus, 774,113 references were self-citations. Among all 8.2 million references,
then, 9.4% are self-citations: references that cite a previous paper authored by one or more of the
present paper's author(s). Put another way, across all fields and years about one in 10 references
is a self-citation.5
presents these results broken down by major academic field. Molecular biology has the
highest self-citation rate per reference than other fields, while classical studies has the lowest.
Figure 6

The paper with the most self-citations by its authors is entitled “A Comparison of WholeGenome Shotgun-Derived Mouse Chromosome 16 and the Human Genome.” Published in the
journal Science, it includes 220 self-citations to previous papers by the 175 authors. This paper
only cites 4 papers that have the same authors on them (representing only 6% of the paper’s total
67 references). However, these self-cited papers also have a large number of authors, who are
also on the citing paper. Another example is a single-authored paper with 70 self-citations out of
130 references. The paper is titled “Information and the Change in the Paradigm in Economics.”
Both of these papers show high rates of self-citation per authorship. There are thus different
paths to the same end: at one extreme, papers with many authors citing even a few papers with
many of the same authors; at the other extreme, sole-authored papers citing many previous
papers. These different effects may be differentially likely in different fields.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
5
Within only those papers that included self-citations, there were a total of 3,754,942 references.
Among only these papers that cite earlier papers written by their same authors, then,
approximately 21% of included references are self-citations!
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Figure 6. Percent of references that are self-citations per publication across major fields. A value of 10 means 10%
of a paper's citations are references to paper(s) written by one or more of the paper's authors.

DISCUSSION
Our study uses an unprecedentedly large dataset of 1.7 million papers across a broad range of
academic fields to examine trends in self-citation by academic researchers. Examining 39.4
million author-to-author citations and over 1 million self-citations in this JSTOR database, we
uncovered a number of important patterns:
(1) In the last two decades, for every seven self-citations by men, women cited themselves
four times (a ratio of 1.7). This ratio rose sharply in the 1960s and 1970s, evening out in
the 1980s.
(2) There is wide variation across fields and subfields, and we found no correlation between
the proportion of women in a field and women’s self-citation rates in that field.
(3) Across the whole JSTOR corpus, about 9.4% of citations are self-citations, indicating that
these make up an important fraction of all citations to authors’ work.
(4) Men and women differ by more than ten percentage points in how likely they are not to
cite themselves in a given paper (68.6% for men vs. 78.8% for women).
We now turn from our findings to speculate on possible mechanisms that might underlie these
important trends before finishing with a discussion of their consequential implications.
Possible mechanisms
Why might men academics cite their own previous work more than women academics? While
our data include a large number of papers and self-citations, they do not contain variables that
allow us to determine the cause of the patterns we identify. However, prior research suggests
13
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several mechanisms that are consistent with our results. We review five possible mechanisms
here, which may in some combination contribute to the gender self-citation gap:
(1) Men may self-cite more because they evaluate their abilities more positively than
women.
(2) Men face fewer social sanctions for self-promotion.
(3) Men specialize more in academic subfields, and specialization may encourage more
self-citation.
(4) Men publish more papers, particularly earlier in their career, and therefore have more
work to cite.
(5) Men publish different types of papers, which are the types of papers an academic may
be more likely to self-cite.
We will describe the existing evidence for each in turn.
The first two mechanisms – women's lower self-assessments of their accomplishments and
greater social sanctions against women who self-promote – are related. Research consistently
finds that women evaluate their own abilities more critically, despite evidence of equivalent
performance (Correll 2001, 2004) as well as when operating in male-dominated domains (Cech
et al. 2011; Thebaud 2010). (Though we did not find that more male-dominated fields result in
lower rates of self-citation among women.) Status beliefs about gender shape men's and women's
behavior and expectations of themselves and others (Ridgeway 2001, 2014). Because women are
perceived as lower status, they are often evaluated more negatively than equally qualified men
candidates, by men as well as women (Moss-Racusin et al. 2012). When women seek to actively
establish their competence by self-promoting (e.g., by advocating for a raise based on their
performance on a project, or asserting their suitability for a leadership position) they often
experience backlash from both men and women (Rudman et al. 2012). Though self-promotion
enhances competence assessments, it also reduces a woman's likeability (Rudman 1998). These
gendered perceptions of self-promotion likely influence perceptions of self-citation, a form of
self-promotion in the academic workplace. Status expectations are particularly likely to operate
in ambiguous contexts where evaluation criteria are subjective and loosely defined (Fox 2001;
Ridgeway 2011), such as those surrounding evaluations of the importance of an academic paper.
Historically, women's academic contributions have been undervalued. Rossiter (1993) described
the "Matilda Effect," which is the process by which women's scientific ideas are steadily
downplayed or ignored and recognition systematically biased in favor of men's intellectual
contributions.
Field segregation by gender may also contribute to gender discrepancies in self-citation rates, for
two reasons. First, fields have different norms around self-citation. Self-citation rates are higher
in the natural sciences (Snyder and Bonzi 1998), which are dominated by men. Second, men
tend to specialize more within their academic fields, at least within the disciplines of sociology
and linguistics (Leahey 2006); this more specific focus may encourage self-citation. One
remaining question for future research is whether specialization might explain gender differences
in self-citation tendencies.
In part because men specialize more (Leahey 2006), they tend to produce more total papers per
year in most fields (reviewed in Bentley and Adamson 2004), particularly earlier in their careers
(Long 1992). Not only does higher productivity lead to more papers for scholars to self-cite;
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more productive scholars also generate more highly cited papers (Symonds et al. 2006). The
discrepancy in productivity might further exacerbate the gender inequality in citation counts.
Finally, there are also differences in the types of papers produced by men and women; for
instance, women are significantly underrepresented as authors of single-authored papers and, on
papers with three or more authors, underrepresented in the prestigious positions of first and last
author (West et al. 2013). These types of papers may constitute the kind of work that would be in
the authors’ core areas of research interest, and thus papers they may be more likely to self-cite.
It may also be that men publish better papers, which they are then more likely to self-cite. In
other words, it may be that those types of papers that women tend to publish disproportionately
fewer of are also those that attract more self-citations.
Ratio across time: a widening gap
Another point is that the ratio of men's to women's self-citations begins increasing in the 1960s
and 1970s. In recent years, men have cited themselves about 62% more often than women do.
There are likely many factors that contribute to such a substantial gap. Though we cannot assess
why men began citing themselves at a higher rate than women during this time, two other trends
that occurred in this era are worth noting: women began joining the faculty in larger numbers,
and scholars began to specialize more. Consequently, there are two possible explanations for the
increase in the ratio of men's to women's self-citation rates: (1) scholars in more specialized areas
self-cite more and men were increasingly in those areas (as discussed above); and (2) the threat
from women faculty moving into the academy led men to self-cite more.
The increasing movement of women into what had previously been almost exclusively “men’s
jobs” may have led some men to cite their own work more as a way of enhancing their scholarly
reputation in the face of growing competition from women. This second possible, albeit
conspiratorial-sounding mechanism to explain the widening gap – that men may have increased
self-citation behavior as a compensatory response as more women entered the academy – has
some indirect scholarly evidence. One experimental study tested men’s response to group status
threat. Men were randomly assigned to a computer-based woman partner who either ascribed to
traditional gender roles or reported being a feminist seeking a traditionally male-typed job as a
bank manager (the “legitimacy threat” condition). Those assigned to the legitimacy threat
condition were more likely to sexually harass the woman – in other words, they were more likely
to react to threat in a compensatory way (Maass et al. 2003). Another experiment found that men
– but not women – who experienced threats to their gender identity express greater desire for
dominance and support for societal dominance hierarchies. When men feel threatened, they
compensate with greater displays of masculinity. (Willer et al. 2013). While these studies use
different dependent variables than ours, of course, self-promoting is often thought to be
associated with masculinity. If self-citation is being used as a form of self-promotion, the
increase in men’s relative rates as more women entered the academic hierarchy could be
explained, at least in part, by group threat felt (subconsciously) by men academics. Again, our
data cannot reveal the mechanisms behind this temporal trend; here we present hypotheses bases
on the other scholarly literature to encourage future study. Irrespective of the underlying causal
mechanisms, we find statistically significant and socially important gender differences in
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patterns of self-citation.
Implications
Citation follows a pattern of preferential attachment – the tendency for new citations to refer to
papers that are already popular (Fowler and Aksnes 2007; Maliniak et al. 2013). Self-citation
increases the number of citations from others (Fowler and Aksnes 2007).
Thus the gender difference in self-citation is likely to be a driver of gender differences in
numbers of citations received from other authors. This is not inconsequential: an academic's
visibility – reflected in citation counts – has a direct, positive, and significant effect on her salary
(Leahey 2007). Citation count is also a key evaluation criterion for hiring and career
advancement. Given our finding that nearly 1 in 10 references in a paper is a reference to a paper
written by one or more of the current paper's author(s), self-citation is an important contributor to
citation counts and academic visibility. Thus, gender discrepancies in self-citation rates have
notable consequences for academic careers.
The motives for self-citation vary (Hyland 2003; Safer and Tang 2009; Tang and Safer 2008),
but self-citation is one of the few direct ways an academic can increase his or her own citation
count. Some scholarly databases (e.g. the Thomson-Reuters Web of Science) provide a separate
count of self-citations, while others (e.g., Google Scholar) do not. However, merely encouraging
women to cite their own work more often is not a simple solution: it may have unintended
consequences due to the backlash against women's self-promotion (Rudman 1998). Furthermore,
insisting that scholars self-cite more in order to enhance their reputation could increase irrelevant
self-citations. Should this happen, it will become even more difficult to make accurate judgments
of the quality and influence of a scholarly work.
Historically, women's academic contributions have been undervalued. Rossiter (1993) described
the "Matilda Effect," which is the process by which women's scientific ideas are steadily
downplayed or ignored and recognition systematically biased in favor of men's intellectual
contributions. When interpreting the impact metrics of scholars' work, university hiring and
tenure committees should be aware that women are likely to cite their own work less often.
Considering other proposed measures for scientific impact that exclude self-citation (Ferrara and
Romero 2013) could make evaluation processes less gender-biased and improve equity in the
academic community.
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